Minecraft Maps Ninja Publishes Reviews Of New User Generated
Minecraft Adventure Maps
Minecraft Maps Ninja has published multiple new reviews of user generated Minecraft
adventure maps that offer unique experiences for players of the popular low-fi
computer game.
San Francisco, CA, February 10, 2015 (FPRC) -- Minecraft has been a phenomenal success for its
developers, who chose to create a low-fi, 16-bit sandbox world in which the open ended
combination of elements would help people discover new materials and mine or build to their hearts
content. This ‘digital Lego’ approach has seen millions of gamers champion the game, creating their
own games within the Minecraft world. MinecraftMaps.Ninja is a website dedicated to reviewing user
generated content, and has just published new posts on a suite of the latest, best and most unusual
Minecraft adventure maps available.
The newest editorial concerns the Saving The Cosmos adventure map, offering more of a preview
than a review with exclusive screenshots and information. Players fight through 10 universes in this
Mario Galaxy style adventure through the many landscapes, puzzles and boss battles.
The Dead World: Zombie Adventure guide includes an infographic walk through of how to survive
one of the deadliest and most exciting adventure maps in Minecraft, which seeks to replicate the
Walking Dead experience of being caught by a zombie horde.
Minecraft Maps Ninja has also made known their best Minecraft adventure maps from last year, with
Ender Scrolls, Exodus and Zelda all topping the rankings.
A spokesperson for Minecraft Maps Ninja explained, “Minecraft has truly become one of the most
burgeoning centers for online creativity in the world. Unlike much of the gaming community this
creativity is still used in a fundamentally positive, constructive and communal way, designed to
share fun times and live out fantasies between gamers. The latest Minecraft maps have been great
examples of this, and the best of last years’ maps are a brilliant place for new visitors to start,
meaning there’s plenty of content on our site for those new to or experienced in Minecraft.”
About Minecraft Maps Ninja: Minecraft Maps Ninja is a website dedicated to providing quality
selected Minecraft adventure maps including news, reviews, download links and walk throughs.
Each map is thoroughly reviewed by our ninja team, who play the maps to completion to ensure they
earnestly represent the full experience. The site is regularly updated and aims to become the utmost
authority on the best maps out there. For more information please visit: http://minecraftmaps.ninja/
Contact Information
For more information contact Joe Bragg of Brandoutreach (http://minecraftmaps.ninja/)
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